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the novel main hoon shahid afridi has sold over a
hundred copies in pakistan, and has been

translated into english and urdu. it is the story of
a young sportsman (played by noman habib)
who takes over as the coach of a local cricket
team. his new-found position requires him to
deal with various characters with their own

agendas, who are looking to get ahead in the
sport. the story of main hoon shahid afridi is set
in pakistan, with a majority of the film being shot

in karachi. in fact, the film was shot in the
medina district, which is just across the river

from sialkot. this is the first time i have seen a
pakistani film shot in sialkot, the city of my heart.
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the film also tells the story of a young boy
named shahid who works in a local restaurant.
his family is poor, and the restaurant they work
in is owned by a much richer man, who has an

eye on shahid as a potential son-in-law. the rich
man has a preoccupation with cricket, and is

looking for someone who can help him train his
team, and he signs shahid up. shahid’s

acceptance of this position would lead to several
confrontations with his own family, which are all

resolved in the end. akbar is torn between
coaching the team and impressing a friend who
has just come back from a stint at the us, but in
the end he sticks with the team, and the team

sticks with him. by the time he's finished, they've
won the tournament, and shahid is crowned the

best bowler in the land. noman (asif raza zaidi), a
five-year-old kid who has grown up on the streets
of sialkot, is shahid's best friend and the team's

mascot. he and his pals are the stars of the
movie, which becomes a cult favorite in the

midst of the cricket world's attention. and that's
exactly what happens, as shahid is selected for
the pakistan team to play india, and noman's
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confidence and determination are the driving
force behind him.
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mr. humayun saeed has made his debut with this
movie he has done a great job for his first movie

and he has come up with very good
performance(2 thumbs up) and after watching

this movie i am very much confident that he will
do well in future too(3 thumbs up)and i am sure
that this is the best debut for humayun saeed in

this regard. the movie is a must watch to
everyone the movie is very good and very

entertaining.written byumer gulzari punjabi
movie, punjabi song, punjabi dance, punjabi
language, there is nothing that separates the

peoples of pakistan, pathan, sindhi, balochi, etc
the language, the food, the culture, and the

religion but the difference between the upper
and the lower class is the wealth and how much
they can achieve in life. the film is based on the
rural class, here poor people struggle for survival

and they want to win at any cost to earn some
bread, the film explains the young generation

who love cricket, the sport which is played by the
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rich, and therefore the anger of the poor. a kid,
shahid (mohammad zeeshan) who dreams to

play cricket, is made to live in a rural area where
he is deprived of everything, but the rural girls
he loves and who live in a nearby village are
unaware of his dream. mr. saeed is a brilliant

actor, who has performed well in the movie and
in fact, he has performed his best as a character
with the role of akbar deen. mr. saeed has also

played the character of majeed maulvi, the
villain in the movie, very well and he has played

the role of the pathan with very good
expressions and his dialogues are also very good

and he has performed better than his
performance in manto. 5ec8ef588b
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